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REVIEW OF AUSTRALIA’S NATIONAL NATURE LAWS
Conducted by Professor Graeme Samuel, the Independent Review of the Environment Protection
and Biodiversity Conservation (EPBC) Act was the biggest examination of the effectiveness of our
nature laws over the past decade. Now, after tens of thousands of submissions and meetings with
stakeholders, the report of the Review of Australia’s national nature laws has been delivered.
The Australian Government now has a robust blueprint for new federal nature laws to better
protect our precious environment and arrest the extinction crisis.
The report makes a number of critical recommendations including:
1.

Strong, outcome focused National Environmental Standards to guide decision making

2.

Independent oversight and audit to build confidence that the Act, and the National
Environmental Standards are working

3.

A mandated, rigorous compliance and enforcement regime to ensure compliance and
enforcement of environmental approval conditions

4.

Outcomes-focused law, which will require the capacity to effectively monitor and report on
environmental outcomes

5.

Harnessing the knowledge of Indigenous Australians to better inform how the environment
is managed

6.

Recognition that environmental protection is insufficient to prevent our high and
worsening extinction record and the need for immediate reform and Commonwealth
oversight - a critical element to the ending of logging in the habitat of endangered species

Professor Samuel’s report still recommends granting environmental approval powers to State
Governments. Proposed Draft Environmental Standards are a good start but not strong enough.
What happens from here?
With the case for reform so clearly outlined, our task now is to ensure the Morrison Government
takes up the challenge. We have a huge task on our hands now to see Samuel’s recommendations
turned into legislation in Parliament, to achieve the strongest nature laws possible.
Our Concerns:
1. Ongoing threats are still posed to globally significant natural places including offshore waters,
the Great Australian Bight, native forests in several states, Ningaloo and the Great Barrier Reef,
Aboriginal sacred sites and World Heritage sites;
2. Handing environmental approval powers to States is like having a fox guard the hen house;
3. The report found that “Australia’s natural environment and iconic places are in an overall
state of decline and are under increasing threat” and that the EPBC Act 1999 “is not fit to
address current or future environmental challenges.”
4. The Government attempted to pass the Environmental Approvals Bill 2020 before the Final
Report from the Review was publicly available.
5. We would like to see:
 an independent regulator,
 strong national environment standards,
 a comprehensive assurance framework to ensure that laws are implemented transparently
and guarantee the rights of communities to participate meaningfully in government
decision-making, with legal rights like merits and judicial review.
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…and from the Australian Conservation Foundation (ACF):
“Well-Resourced Watchdog Needed to Protect Nature”
An independent national environmental watchdog, as proposed in a new bill presented to federal
parliament today (22 March 2021), is critical to reversing Australia’s extinction crisis and
protecting wildlife and ecosystems for future generations.
Basha Stasak, nature program manager at the Australian Conservation Foundation, said ACF
welcomed the Commonwealth Environment Protection Authority Bill, introduced to the House of
Representatives by Tasmanian MP Andrew Wilkie.
“ACF has long called for a national Environment Protection Authority to independently assess the
environmental impact of proposed commercial projects and check for compliance with our
country’s laws and regulations,” Ms Stasak said.
“Last year the Australian National Audit Office delivered a scathing indictment of the federal
government’s administration of our national environment law, documenting ‘poor and unlawful
decision making’ and a failure to manage conflicts of interest.
“The audit office’s concerns were echoed by Professor Graeme Samuel in his thorough review of
the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act, which found compliance and
enforcement of the EPBC Act was weak and ineffective.
“The audit and Professor Samuel’s review show why we need stronger environment laws and an
independent regulator to enforce them.
“When political interference shapes what should be independent science-based decisions it
hampers the effectiveness of our environment laws and saps the community’s trust.
“Australians expect robust accountability and oversight when it comes to protecting unique
species like the koala, the platypus and the bilby, which we hold it trust for future generations.
“Establishing an independent national Environment Protection Authority that operates at arm’s
length from government and is free from the interference of vested interest is critical to deliver
the protection that our wildlife and ecosystems need and the community demands.
“We commend Mr Wilkie for introducing this bill and urge MPs to examine the proposed
legislation closely through a parliamentary inquiry,” Ms Stasak said.
STATE ENVIRONMENT PLANNING POLICY (SEPP) REVIEW, [with respect to the impact on Koalas]
In our view, for protection of koalas and their habitat, the SEPP guidelines should be strengthened:
1. Prohibit the clearing of core koala habitat for all developments.
2. Apply the SEPP so that it covers land less than 1 hectare in size.
3. Strengthen the SEPP so that core koala habitat can’t be cleared for the purposes of private
native forestry and intensive agriculture.
4. End the deplorable practice of allowing developers to ‘offset’ destruction of core koala habitat.
BATEMANS MARINE PARK SANCTUARIES
Since the government announced that six sanctuary protections would be rolled back in Batemans
Marine Park, communities have been under enormous pressure. They battled bushfires and
COVID-19, and local businesses struggled to survive. But they were encouraged to see local
representatives looking after their health and future, by listening to science and the experts.
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Now, they ask that we protect our natural heritage in the oceans as well by restoring full
protections in Batemans sanctuaries. The sanctuaries put at risk by allowing illegal fishing are as
important as any in Batemans Marine Park. Four are in estuaries that hold important habitat for
juvenile fish to grow to adulthood. Two others are next to our very special Montague Island - an
International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Green Listed Protected Area and an
important site for Australian Fur Seals, and a colony of Little Penguins. Removing sanctuary
protection subjected these incredible animals to increased risk of injury from vessel strike.
The South Coast of NSW depends on tourism and hospitality sales of over $300 million, so they
can’t afford to have people turn away from their coasts if our marine environment is degraded.
Almost 9 out of 10 local people believe that the most important benefit of Batemans Marine Park
‘is that the area is passed onto future generations in good condition’.
They ask that we trust the marine science that continues to describe the multiple benefits of
marine sanctuaries. Scientists have found, consistently, that no-take areas are a necessary part of
managing marine environments to protect them against degradation, and to protect fish stocks
that are important to both recreational and commercial fishing.
The six Batemans Marine Sanctuaries have been open to fishing for almost a year now. Despite
assurances that scientists and the public will be consulted on these changes, this has not occurred.
Government should immediately remove the “amnesty” on illegal fishing in Batemans Sanctuaries.
RECOVERING ENDANGERED SYDNEY SEAHORSES
White's seahorses, affectionately known as Sydney seahorses are a threatened species.
Populations have declined due to habitat loss and
degradation of seagrass, sponge and soft coral in
Sydney harbour. Last year, after an intensive 10 month
breeding program, White's seahorses were tagged and
released into their harbour home using underwater
'seahorse hotels' specifically designed to attract and
protect them. Marine scientists will conduct regular
diving surveys to monitor their growth, survival and
breeding in the wild.
Seahorses are tiny fish (2-35cm) and their scientific name is Hippocampus, meaning Horse
Caterpillar. There are many species of seahorses and new species continue to be discovered.
They have a 1 to 5 year life span and are found in shallow tropical and temperate waters
throughout the world's oceans in a range of habitats including seagrass beds and mangroves.
They can be monogamous, pairing for life and the only animal species in which the male bears the
young. Males have a brood pouch into which the female deposits her eggs. The male then
fertilises and carries the eggs in his pouch until they hatch.
Surprisingly, seahorses are very poor swimmers and rely on their curled, flexible tail to grasp
objects and anchor themselves to vegetation. Their small dorsal fins assist movement and a 'swim
bladder', a tiny pocket of air inside their bodies, helps move them through the water column.
Sadly, worldwide coastal habitat depletion, pollution and rampant harvesting have made several
species very vulnerable.
With thanks to Australian Marine Conservation Society 2021 Summer newsletter.
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FOREST BATHING
From an article by Kerrie O’Brien, in the Sydney Morning Herald…
The desire to actively embrace nature through the senses has
come into its own in Australia due to coronavirus, as many of us
have felt cooped up and burnt out. The good news is you don’t
need to live near pristine wilderness or a national park to practice
forest bathing.
Forest therapy or bathing is a centuries old tradition that involves immersing yourself in nature. In
the 1980s, busy, over-stressed city workers needed help to wind down and re-calibrate.
Susan Joachim, president of the International Nature and Forest Therapy and Alliance, said forest
bathing can be practiced in your own garden or indoors, looking over trees and greenery. Joachim
ran workshops in the practice and is now a mentor and trainer; she has created a podcast about
the process, so anyone can try it themselves.
The physiological benefits of forest bathing are well-documented. The focus is on the senses,
tuning in to the natural sounds and scents, as well as the visual: the many variations on green,
flowers in bloom, butterflies and bees, “there’s all this natural activity”.
The benefits of getting out of the city and into nature were so clear, its practice today is funded
through the Japanese health system. Other cultures embrace the idea too. In South Korea, people
go to purpose-built Forest Recreation Centres, China is investing in forest therapy trails, and
Germany is embarking on a clinical approach called "Klinische Waldtherapie", investment in
research into the preventive medical benefits of the practice.
Ms Joachim said COVID forced us to rethink our priorities, our neighbourhoods, our way in the
world. “Give yourself permission to slow down, that’s what we teach people on these walks,
notice what is happening. Nature is supporting you to slow down and to connect and to notice.”
Ms Joachim studied the practice in Japan, South Korea and Germany. Researchers in each of those
countries found that after a session, participants experienced clear physiological changes: blood
pressure drops, heart rate variability is lowered. Anecdotally, participants also reported feeling
less stressed, more relaxed and generally happier.
At Melbourne’s Royal Botanic Gardens, forest bathing courses are held throughout the year; they
were stopped due to COVID but are about to recommence. Groups are capped to 15 people
(minimum age 12) and sessions run for two hours, finishing with a morning or afternoon tea.
In the Blue Mountains, two-hour nature therapy walks are held twice a day every Saturday along
the Lady (Nancy) Fairfax Walk at Botanic Garden Mount Tomah and conclude with a Japanese tea
ceremony (minimum age 13).
Forest bathing is accredited by the Australian Counselling Association and Ms Joachim wants to
see it adopted as a public health preventative practice. Aside from its simplicity, she says, it has
significant economic benefits, cultivating good mental health and keeping people out of the public
health system. While it is especially relevant in a global pandemic, Ms Joachim said forest bathing
helps address the stress and loneliness prevalent in western society as well.
Joachim says the notion is underpinned by the belief that humans are genetically predisposed to
be attracted to the natural world. “We are from nature; we’ve forgotten how deeply connected
we are.”
For more information see: https://www.landcarevic.org.au/landcare-magazine/winter2019/forest-therapy-has-many-public-health-benefits/
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THE GOVERNMENT-GIFTED VALES POINT POWER STATION Keeps On Giving Bad-News Stories!
You will recall in Wallumetta (December 2020) we reported:
"November 2015, the NSW Government offloaded Vales Point Power Station — an old, polluting
coal-fired plant on the shores of Lake Macquarie — for $1 million. Suburban homes sell for more!
On 8 Oct 2020, the 42-year-old Vales Point coal-fired power station was valued at $730 million and
set to receive $8.7 million in public funding for plant upgrades, despite criticism that the funding is
both unnecessary and could ultimately be used to increase the use of coal.
Then, 4 days later, Vales Point Power Station was fined $30,000 for pollution and waste offences,
including licence breaches when contaminated material, including asbestos, was allegedly spread
on the Vales Point Power Station site. Use of the premises as a waste facility is unlawful.
NSW Environment Protection Authority (EPA) Director Regulatory Operations, Adam Gilligan, said:
“The EPA has issued Delta a clean-up notice to remove various surface stockpiles of asbestos
waste and we are continuing to liaise with them regarding options for dealing with the remainder
of the waste in the long term. Fortunately, on this occasion the waste was in an area that posed
little risk to the community.”
Since this occurred Delta has made a number of
improvements to their systems and procedures regarding
accepting waste.
“It is important to be aware of the risks involved when
accepting dirt and other materials like this. If the correct
procedures are not in place - it can lead to large fines and
damage to the environment,” Mr Gilligan said.
The EPA investigates all reports of inappropriate transport or disposal of asbestos and reports can
be made to the 24-hour EPA Environment Line on 131 555.
Penalty notices are one of several tools the EPA can use to achieve environmental compliance
including formal warnings, official cautions, licence conditions, notices and directions and
prosecutions. For more information about the EPA’s regulatory tools, see the EPA Compliance
Policy at www.epa.nsw.gov.au/legislation/prosguid.htm
Source: https://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/news/media-releases/2020/epamedia201012-vales-pointpower-station-fined-$30000-for-pollution-and-waste-offences
PLANS OF MANAGEMENT
City of Ryde Council is undergoing an active process of renewing plans of management for several
areas (including the Field of Mars). Members are encouraged to monitor the City of Ryde website
and comment on these documents. Go to https://www.ryde.nsw.gov.au/haveyoursay/Home
Comments need to be submitted by the stated deadlines.
Recent documents to which Society members have responded included:
 Open Space Future Provision Strategy
 Generic Plan of Management – Natural Areas
 Magdala Park Masterplan
 Protecting Trees with Hollows – Ross Street Road Reserve
 Shrimptons Creek Shared User Path Lighting, and
 (from the NSW Government) Water Quality Objectives Survey
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City of Ryde Draft Open Space Future Provision Strategy closed for comments on 7 February and
we responded on the Society’s behalf with several key environmental concerns including:
 Its focus on providing facilities for organised sport, informal play and exercise, but little action
to enhance the integrity of natural areas;
 Natural areas should be increased where possible;
 Consideration of how developments in adjacent areas may impact and how this can be avoided;
 Pressure on bushland areas and their natural values need to be protected from over-use;
 Signage interpreting the values of natural areas can assist in a greater level of appreciation;
 The longer term need for more scope for passive recreation;
 In any development works the existing native vegetation should be protected and expand on
the existing green space and canopy cover;
 No breaks created in existing wildlife corridors;
 To preserve the integrity of natural bushland, major engineering projects should be avoided;
 The strategy should recognise the impact of current and other possible future developments;
 In planning stages, biodiversity and habitat corridors should be considered and quarantined so
they are not permanently destroyed, or broken up/damaged during the construction process;
 The importance of green space within privately-owned land should not be overlooked;
 Record keeping on significant sites is paramount for long term protection;
 Objectives, strategies and key performance indicators of the monitoring framework should
reflect concern for the natural heritage of Ryde to be protected, enhanced and expanded;
 Consideration of the impact on habitat of the increased utilisation of sporting fields, and impact
of the installation of further lighting and synthetic playing surfaces at sports fields;
 Our members are familiar with the open spaces in the City of Ryde. We offer knowledge and
ideas to contribute to the finalisation and actions arising from the Strategy. (Our offer to
provide relevant data showing visits on weekends to the bushland at the Field of Mars Reserve
has not so far been taken up by Council staff or the consultants engaged to develop the Open
Space Future Provision Strategy.)
Several members separately submitted their own comments about environmental concerns.
Generic Plan of Management – Natural Areas draft closed for comments on 21 March and the
submission made on behalf of our Society again highlighted our desire to see an increase in
natural areas and biodiversity. We also expressed concern that performance measures are based
only on infrequent monitoring and observation, and should not be limited to the number of areas
providing supplementary planting but should relate to the total increase in the natural area.
We asked for the annual performance reports to be tabled at relevant sub-committees of Council
and relevant stakeholders to be invited to attend those meetings to discuss the reports with
Councillors and Council officers, and we expressed preparedness to participate at these meetings.
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WASTE NOT, WANT NOT AND BENEFIT OUR ENVIRONMENT – Part 1 by Lyn Langtry
In this age of consumerism and waste, below are some recycling ideas to consider. There may be
some effort involved but the benefits are limitless. My thanks go to Alfred Vincent, Phillip Ward
and the committee for adding to my contributions.
Garden
 Discarded screen doors and framed flyscreens - excellent portable shades for small seedlings
and other delicate plants in hot weather. Support them on upturned flowerpots and maybe
weight the ends with rocks if it is going to be windy.
 Plastic containers for yoghurt etc. - excellent seed-raising punnets. Burn drainage holes in the
bottom with a heated metal object such as an old corkscrew or a soldering iron.
 White or clear plastic containers cut into strips - seedling labels.
 Milk bottles and cartons - cut off top and bottom to make a cloche to protect seedlings
 Native plant seeds - gather and propagate
 Garden compost - potting mix for native plants. Commercial potting mix often lacks mycorrhizal
fungi and beneficial bacteria.
 Waistbands and hems cut from discarded clothing and other material strips - non-damaging ties
for vegetables and flowers such as tomatoes and dahlias
 Old paper bags – protection of grapes from birds.
 Leftover bricks – to make a compost enclosure. Alfred made one about a metre square, with
the fourth side open. A couple of spare roof tiles were used to separate older compost from
new.
 Old pens – markers to
show the position of
bulbs and rows of
seeds
 Old drainpipes, light
diffusers - protection
and habitat for lizards
including the bluetongue
 Old ball-point pens remove ink tubes and
place
horizontally
somewhere
above
ground in the garden
to provide homes for
solitary bees and other
critters

Marker pens March 2020

 Old kitchen utensils and items - various uses eg a frying pan as a birdbath
Lyn has provided many more ideas, and these will be featured in future editions of Wallumetta.
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NEWS FROM THE FIELD OF MARS
On 20 March 2021 we had another rain event
with Buffalo Creek flooding. This forced the
postponement of our Annual General Meeting
(see below).

Picnic shelter for the ducks?...

...but the turkey doesn’t look happy.

Meanwhile, bushland flora has been healthy.
Leaf-curl spiders are making a comeback after
their life cycle was disrupted during the
unusual climatic conditions of 2019. Along the
Sand Track and Fire Trail there is evidence of
bandicoot activity. We receive more reports of
wallabies in various areas, and recently a baby
long-necked turtle was discovered in the grass
to the east of the Visitor Centre.

Our entrance road (river?) - Photos by Pamela Ward

Something we did not expect to see was the recent lopping of the Grey Butcherbird’s home, a
large Melaleuca on the Visitor Centre side of the Buffalo Creek bridge. A pity, since the tree was
leaning over sideways but appeared to be of no danger to anyone:

Happier days – foliage to the left and over sign but… sadly what we now see is the stump and the old sign.
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BUSHCARE
Most volunteer groups work under the direction of staff employed by City of Ryde Council; these
being Peter (Kennedy Street + Roving), Sophie (Strangers Creek) and Jonatan (Monash Road +
Visitor Centre). The Cemetery Creek 2 group works alone - supervision delegated to Pamela Ward.
Sadly we farewelled Sophie last month, and Jonatan will step in until she is replaced.
In several sites we have been targeting mostly the same types of weeds including Summer grass
(Digitaria spp.), Paddy’s Lucerne (Sida rhombifolia), Cobbler’s Pegs (Bidens pilosa), Blackberry
nightshade (Solanum nigrum) and, at Monash Road, Black-eyed Susan (Rudbeckia fulgida).
The Sand Track at Cemetery Creek 2 was flooded again
during the March rainstorm events, with water which
did not stay in the creek! As previously mentioned,
this is the result of altered drainage arrangements
within the cemetery, so we made further changes to
ensure walkers have a safe, dry track and are not likely
to divert into, and thus damage, the adjacent
bushland.
VISITOR CENTRE
Grass outside the building remains healthy and, with
strategic placement of the council’s portable bollards
and trestle barriers, we have discouraged lawn
mowers from shaving the lawn.
The numbers of visitors to the Field of Mars and the
Visitor Centre has remained generally at a higher level
than in BC (Before COVID) times. We have recently
welcomed several groups of walkers, including the
Cumberland Bird Observers' Club, a Catholic Church
group, and a party of Chinese-speakers.
If you are in an organisation that organises walks, picnics or any other appropriate activities from
photography and painting expeditions to forest bathing, why not propose a trip to Mars (Field of)?
The Visitor Centre can offer tea, coffee and information at weekends. And if we can arrange a
volunteer to be available, we may be able to open the Visitor Centre at pre-arranged times on
weekdays.

INVITATION! - JOIN OUR VISITOR CENTRE TEAM! We have a small number of members on a roster of 4hour shifts to keep the Visitor Centre open on weekends and public holidays. We really enjoy
spending time in the idyllic environment to chat with visitors to the Reserve, to help others in a
friendly manner and, at times when nobody else is around, to do a bit of reading or homework.
No specialised skills are required, and Alfred will happily provide the small amount of training
needed. The frequency and times of each person’s shifts are negotiated individually, according to
preferences and availability. If interested please email Alfred: alfred.vincent@bigpond.com
(phone 02 9879 6067).
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EVENTS
CLEANING UP THE FIELD OF MARS
On Clean Up Australia Day, Sunday 7 March,
a band of eight Society members took up
arms to battle rubbish in the Reserve.
Actually, the area near the Visitor Centre has
recently been comparatively clean, as have
the Warada, Sand and Kunzea tracks. Visitors
have avoided leaving rubbish, and some
people have done private clean-ups on their
own initiative. Thank you, anonymous cleanuppers! Great work!

Some of our Clean Up warriors armed and ready for action!
Photo by Valda Moses

So members of our team patrolled parts
where we knew there was rubbish, including the cemetery perimeter, the area upstream from the
Monash Road bridge, and areas between the Visitor Centre and Pittwater Road.
Other groups, not organised by our Society, worked on nearby sites including Buffalo Creek
Reserve, Magdala Park, and Buffalo Creek upstream from Higginbotham Road.
Clean Up Australia Day comes round every year on the first Sunday in March, with other days for
schools and businesses. So if you haven’t yet joined the war on rubbish, why not make a resolution
to join a group or organise one yourself next year? See www.cleanupaustraliaday.org.au
If you would like to do some cleaning-up before then, we can give you bags and lend other
equipment. Please contact Alfred at alfred.vincent@bigpond.com or 9879 6067.
COMING EVENTS
BIRD WALKS
On Saturday 17 April 2021 our resident bird expert Cathy Goswell will be leading COVID-safe
birdspotting walks, starting from the Visitor Centre at 8.30 a.m. and 10.30 a.m. As usual, the
route will be planned to facilitate social distancing while keeping everyone within hearing range.
Numbers will be limited to ten in each group; first come, first served. To register, email Alfred
(alfred.vincent@bigpond.com) or leave a message on 9879 6067. Please give your contact phone
number, and state the number of persons registering and your preferred time.
Do not turn up without registering, as there probably won't be any spare places.
Bring drinking water, a hat and closed shoes.
Then, at 12.30pm (after the second Bird Walk) we will provide a sausage sizzle + salad lunch for
members, followed by…
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING [AGM]: Rescheduled to Saturday 17 April, 2pm at the Field of Mars
Visitor Centre. This was not held on the date originally planned, owing to floods (see news above).
Our AGM will feature presentation of reports on our operations during 2020, and the election of
our Management Committee for the coming year. All members are invited, and encouraged to
consider accepting a position on our Committee. The meeting will conclude with afternoon tea.
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VALE DOREEN CARTER
We were sorry to learn of the passing of Doreen Carter
send our condolences to her family, particularly her daughter Natalie.

on
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March and

As a near neighbour of the Field of Mars Wildlife Refuge, Doreen was a long term member of the
Society and an active volunteer offering her time to staff the Visitor Centre with Val Nelson at
weekends and working as a bush regenerator in the Reserve.
Doreen was always community-minded, committed and very involved with other organisations
including the Hunters Hill Trust and Hunters Hill Quilters.
We acknowledge her many years of dedication and contribution to the Society.

New members always welcome!

RHHFFPS Membership Application:

Financial members enjoy active involvement in our
Society’s activities to protect natural environments
both locally and beyond, and receive “Wallumetta”,
our bi-monthly newsletter with news about
environmental issues and events.

NAME:

Please pay by direct transfer to our Commonwealth
Bank account: RHHFF PS INC GENERAL ACCOUNT
062171 - 0090 1574. Include your name in the
transaction description, and email your name,
address and phone number to rhhffps@gmail.com
Alternatively, you may pay by cash or cheque:
Complete and hand in this form with payment in a
sealed envelope at the Field of Mars Visitor Centre
or post to: RHHFFPS, PO Box 552, Gladesville 1675.

Address:
Phone:
Annual Membership:

Discount if receiving
newsletter by email:

Individual

$ 25

( -$ 10 )

Family

$ 45

( -$ 10 )

Concession

$ 20

( -$ 10 )

(Students/Pensioners)

Donation

Total Payment:
Cash
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Cheque

Electronic transfer

$

